called the front Battery in Sharia and now we have got the best name of Enzy that has been in this camp and there has been a great many. There is eight here now and the Stand number one he now and prospered one will they here with us and drive and when I think that we will go further a way from the capital than once ever have been. We have been out of sight of the city of Mecca, yet we are only a mile and a half from the capital and we are 20 rows both sides of the corporation and the walks begin at the edge of one camp and there. We have very good times if we didn't have to drill so much. But it is all the letter for us on our one account if once ever get in an engagement. I have been to Church a several times since we have been here and we have to be pretty strict here. We ain't allowed a glass only once in two months and a good many if I go down without a pass.